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Introduction:

Blue World City has recently included another marvelous piece in their socie-
tal expansion called Sports Valley. As we all know exceptionally well that the 
Blue World City is the primary arranged and intentionally built tourist hous-
ing society, the recent Sports Valley block is an additional jewel to be the 
foremost advanced square of the society. The Sports Valley is aiming to be 
the foremost luxurious and interesting part of society. The fantastic charac-
ters around the world such as a cricket stadium, the Villagio Shopping 
center, and the Torch Tower of Qatar would be replicas built within the 
Sports Valley similar to the Burj Al Arab Dubai which has been successfully 
built within the society. The concept of the Sports Valley is to advance tour-
ism and give a sound way of life for those who need to appreciate an 
extraordinary solid way of life accessible at their doorsteps. From Sports 
Stadiums to commercial and private plots, the inhabitants of the society are 
getting involved in an incredible living within the Sports Valley.

Besides, society is giving the leading conceivable outcomes to its local 
people to have a world-class way of life with all the awesome choices which 
we have never seen recently. It’s fairly a modern world for the Pakistani 
citizen living locally and all-inclusive to have an opportunity to appreciate 
the civilities while living within the blend of legacy and world-class design.
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Location Map:
The area of Sports Valley in Blue World City is amazing. Located next to the Over-
seas Block, Sports Valley has direct access from the Defense Road. This block is an 
exceptional choice near to the Capital of Pakistan with every single pleasantry, 
extravagance, and the choice it is promoting to the inhabitants of the society and 
Islamabad are reaching to be the foremost one of a kind and to begin with very first 
ever experienced in the country.
Below specified are a few of the key locations which are a few minutes of drive from 
Sports Valley Blue World City.
Rawalpindi Ring Street – 5 Minutes Away
Islamabad – Lahore Motorway M2 – 5 Minutes Away
CPEC Route – 5 Minutes Drive Away
New Islamabad Universal Airplane terminal – 20 Minutes Drive Away.
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Luxuries Offered: 



www.advice.pk


